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[57] ABSTRACT 

A feedback coil is placed in surrounding relation to a mag 
netostrictive member which is vibrating under the in?uence of 

there is no transformer coupling between the feedback and 
drive coils. The feedback coil can be positioned along the 
length of the device in one of two ways, so as to maximize the 
induced voltage. Each way relies on a different magnetostric 
tive effect. 

6 Claims, 3 Drawing‘ Figures ' 
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MAGNETOSTRICTIVE DRIVE CIRCUIT FEEDBACK 
COIL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates generally to electro-mechanical reso 

nant systems, and more particularly is directed to improve 
ments in the design of a feedback coil which is in surrounding 

‘relation to a magnetostrictive member which is vibrating 
under the in?uence of a drive coil being energized by a power 
ampli?er. The feedback coil is used to insure that the mag 
netostrictive member vibrates at the resonant frequency at 
which it is designed to operate. The important features of the 
design include the manner in which the feedback coil is ac 
tually wound to eliminate any transformer coupling between 
the feedback and power coils, and the positioning of the feed 
back coil along the length of the magnetostrictive member to 
maximize the sensitivity of the voltage induced in the feed 
back coil. There are two different possible positions depend 
ing upon which magnetostrictive effect is the most important. 

In, general, electro~mechanical resonant systems are driven 
into acoustic vibration by means of a drive coil which is ener 
gized by an electrical AC power from an oscillation generator. 
This AC power produces a magnetic ?eld in the region of the 
coil in which is placed a magnetostrictive member. Compres 

up in the magnetostrictive 
member causing it and other parts connected thereto to 
vibrate. Usually a tool is connected to the magnetostrictive 
member by way of a tool holder whereby the high frequency 
longitudinal vibrations set up in the tool may be employed in 
performing ultrasonic machining, forming, welding, cleaning 
or other operations. The maximum amplitude of vibration at 
the working end of the tool is obtained when the frequency of 
the electrical power applied to the drive coil is equal to one of 
the resonant frequencies of the combined magnetostrictive 
member, tool holder and tool. The desired resonant frequency 
can change due to various factors such as the use of different 
tools, tool wear and variations in temperature and loading. In 
order for such a system to be useful and practical, the frequen 
cy applied to the drive coil should be capable of being varied 
so as to maintain the appropriate drive frequency. 

It has previously been proposed to effect the necessary ad 
justment of the frequency either manually by an operator or 
automatically under the control of a feedback signal varying 
with the impedance of the magnetostrictive member, as in 
U.S. Pat. No. 2,872,578 issued Feb. 3, 1959 to Kaplan and 
Turner and assigned to the assignee of this application. Also a 
feedback signal may be obtained from a pickup device such as 
a piezo-electric crystal or a resonant pin which is coupled to 
the mechanically vibrating part of the resonant system as in 
U.S. Pat. No. 3,304,479 issued Feb. 14, 1967 to C. Kleesattel 
et al. and assigned to the assignee of this application and U.S. 
Pat. No. 3,419,776 issued Dec. 31, 1968 to C. Kleesattel _et al. 
and assigned to the assignee of this application. In such exist 
ing systems the frequency of the oscillation generator is 
modified by the feedback signal. However such generators 
usually are of a complex construction and require a number of 
ampli?cation stages. 
Another more desirable approach of the automatic frequen 

cy control type is to use a feedback coil in surrounding rela 
tion to the magnetostrictive member to act as a sensor. The 
voltage induced in said feedback coil is then used to control 
the frequency of the power ampli?er which is used to energize 
the drive coil. This approach is usually referred to as a feed 
back stablized oscillator. 
One of the'problems in using feedback coils is that some of 

the power applied to the drive coil is coupled directly to the 
feedback coil by pure magnetic coupling, hereinafter to be 
called the transformer coupling effect. This means-that the 
feedback signal is influenced in part by power that has not 
acoustically acted upon the magnetostrictive member. There 
fore the transformer coupling effect should be minimized or 
eliminated as much as possible. 
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One way to solve the transformer coupling effect problem is 

to magnetically shield the two coils by some type of physical 
barrier. The disadvantage of such an approach is that it in~ 
creases the overall bulk of the completed device and the effect 
and/or sensitivity of at least one of the coils is diminished. 
Another way to solve the transformer coupling effect 

problem is to windthe drive coil about one portion of the mag 
netostrictive member and the feedback coil about the remain 
ing portion of the member with some type of shielding 
mechanism therebetween. An example of such a shielding 
mechanism is to have the drive coil to include a few reverse 
windings positioned over the feedback coil or between the 
feedback and drive coils, cancelling any type of transformer 
effect between the two coils. Such a design is disclosed and 
claimed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,151,284 issued Sept. 29, 1964 to C. 
Kleesattel and assigned to the assignee of this application. The 
problem with such designs is that shielding occurs at only one 
frequency setting of the drive power and incomplete shielding 
will occur at drive powers both higher and lower than this. In 
addition, since only a portion of the magnetostrictive member 
is surrounded by a drive coil, the maximum number of ampere 
turns cannot be used to drive the magnetostrictive member. 

All electro-mechanical resonant systems have a tendency to 
vibrate at various spurious frequencies other than the frequen 
cy at which it is designed to operate. Another advantage of the 
feedback coil of this invention is that it helps to maintain oscil 
lations at the correct frequency by preventing oscillations at 
many of these spurious frequencies. In particular, due to the 
way in which each half of the feedback coil is wound relative 
to the other half, those spurious frequency modes which in~ 
duce essentially equal and opposite voltages in each half of the 
feedback coil will be eliminated for the most part. 

Therefore, the principal object of this invention is to pro 
vide a new and improved feedback coil for use with an electro 
mechanical resonant system to insure that the mechanically 
vibrating part of said system continues to vibrate at one of its 
natu al resonant frequencies. 

An'other 013166! of this invention is to provide a new and 1m 
prove'd feedback coil for use with an electro-mechanical reso 
nant system which is designed so that there is no transformer 
effect between said feedback coil and ‘the drive coil of the 
system. 1 

A still further object of this invention is to provide a new 
and improved feedback coil for use with an electro-mechani 
cal resonant system, said coil being designed to minimize any 
transformer effect with the drive coil and said coil being posi 
tioned so as to maximize the voltage induced therein. 
An even further object of this invention is to provide a new 

and improved feedback coil for use with an electro-mechani 
cal resonant system for eliminating many of the spurious 
frequency modes at which said system may have a tendency to 
vibrate. 

In accordance with the objects of this invention, the drive 
coil is in surrounding relation to the entire length of the mag 
netostrictive member and the feedback coil is in surrounding 
relation to a portion of or to the entire length of the member. 
However, half of the windings of the feedback coil are wound 
in one direction (such as clockwise) and the other half of the 
windings of the feedback coil are wound in the reverse 
direction, (such as counterclockwise), with the transition re 
gion to be hereinafter referred to as the reversal point. This 
results in the net voltage in the feedback coil due to the trans 
former effect between the feedback and drive coils being zero, 
since any such induced voltage is equal in magnitude but op 
posite in direction in the two halves of the feedback coil. How 
ever, there are two other effects that could give rise to an in 
duced voltage in the feedback coil. 
One such effect is the motional velocity effect. Since the 

magnetostrictive member is being vibrated by a drive coil, it 
may be considered the equivalent of a moving magnet which 
gives rise to an induced voltage in any surrounding coil. To ob 
tain the maximum benefit to this effect, the feedback coil 
should be positioned so that its reversal point is at the node of 
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longitudinal motion of the member, such that when half of the 
turns of the feedback coil sense a voltage due to motion in one 
direction, the other half of the turns sense a voltage due to mo 
tion in the other motion. Since the two halves are wound in 
opposite direction, relative to each other, the induced voltage 
reinforce each other. 
Another effect resulting in an induced voltage in the feed 

back coil is that as the magnetostrictive member is vibrated, 
there is a changing stress pattern along the length of member 
resultingvin a changing permeability of the magnetostrictive 
member, along its length. This changing permeability in the 
presence of a DC magnetic field, which is often used to bias a 
magnetostrictive member, results in an induced voltage in the 
feedback coil, hereinafter to be called the permeability effect. 
The maximum rate of change of permeability occurs in the 
vicinity of the node of longitudinal motion of the magnetos 
trictive member and is symmetrical thereabout. To maximize 
the sensitivity of the feedback coil to the permeability effect, 
the coil should be displaced from the node a certain distance, 
such that that portion of the member experiencing the max 
imum rate of change of permeability should be surrounded by 
one half of the feedback coil. In such a position, the motional 
velocity effect still induces some voltage but a portion thereof 
is cancelled out since the reversal point of the feedback coil is 
not at the node of longitudinal motion. However, this con?gu~ 
ration is most advantageous whenever the permeability effect 
is the most signi?cant. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more thorough understanding of the invention, 
' reference may be made to the following description of an ex 
emplary embodiment, taken in conjunction with the ?ngers of 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram illustrating an electro-mechanical 
resonant system embodying the present invention wherein the 
two coils have been removed from the magnetostrictive 
member for ease of explanation; 

> FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a portion of FIG. 1 illus 
trating the position of the feedback coil relative to the node of 

_ longitudinal motion of the magnetostrictive member in one 
embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a portion of FIG. 1 illus 
trating the portion of the feedback coil relative to the node of 
longitudinal motion of the magnetostrictive member in 
another embodiment of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to FIG. 1, it will be seen that an electro-mechani 
cal resonant system embodying the invention may include a 
mechanical portion made up in part by a magnetostrictive 
member 10. The magnetostrictive member 10 may either be 
made from any ferromagnetic, magnetic or ferrite material 
having a high tensile strength and highly magnetostrictive in 
character, such as permanickel, nickel or permendur. A drive 
coil 15 which is energized by alternating current from a power 
circuit (to be discussed in more detail below) establish an al 
ternating electromagnetic field setting up compressional 
waves in the magnetostrictive member 10 causing it to vibrate. 
In actuality, the coil 15 is wound around the magnetostrictive 
member 10, but for ease in explanation it is shown removed 
therefrom in FIG. 1. The vibration of the magnetostrictive 
member is sinusoidal such that the amplitude of vibration va 
ries in magnitude along the length of the member in a 
sinusoidal fashion. Points at which there is no amplitude are 
referred to as nodes of longitudinal motion and points at 
which the amplitude is a maximum for any particular frequen 
cy are referred to as antinodes of longitudinal motion. A DC 
bias supply 20 is coupled to the drive coil 15 via an inductor 
22 for polarizing the magnetostrictive member 10. The induc 
tor 22 is used to prevent the AC power which is energizing the 
drive coil 15, from ?owing into the DC bias supply 20. 
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4 
A feedback coil 25 is wound around the magnetostrictive 

member 10, but for ease in explanation it is shown removed 
therefrom in FIG. 1. The feedback coil 25 develops a voltage 
proportional to the vibration of the magnetostrictive member 
because of two different effects, to be described in more detail 
hereinafter. The output of the feedback coil is delivered to a 
phasing circuit 30, then to a pre-ampli?er 35 where the signal 
is ampli?ed and then to the power ampli?er 40, the latter two 
components comprising the power circuit. This signal controls 
the frequency of the output of the power ampli?er 40 which is 
then applied to the drive coil 15 via a capacitor 42 to insure 
that the magnetostrictive member vibrates at one of its reso 
nant frequencies. The capacitor 42 is used to prevent the DC 
power from the DC bias supply 20 from ?owing into the power 
ampli?er 40. The power circuit comprising the preampli?er 
35 and the power ampli?er '40, is energized by the power 
supply 45. The purpose of the phasing circuit 30 is to compen 
sate for phase shifts in the pre-ampli?er 35 and power ampli? 
er 40 and for phase shifts between the drive coil 15, the mag 
netostrictive member 10 and the feedback coil 25. 
While the drive coil 15 is wound in one direction, the feed 

back coil 25 may be considered to have two portions 25a and 
25b. There are the same number of windings in each portion 
25a and 25b. However each portion is wound in an opposite 
direction, that is, one portion is wound in a clockwise manner 
and the other portion is wound in a counterclockwise manner 
with a reversal point 250 somewhere in the transition region 
between the two portions. Due to this oppositely wound fea 
ture, any induced voltage caused by the magnetic ?eld of the 
drive coil 15, (the transformer effect) is cancelled out within 
the feedback coil 25. 

Referring to FIG. 2 a magnetostrictive member 10a having a 
longitudinal axis 11a is shown having a feedback coil 25 of the 
nature described above in surrounding relation thereto. The 
magnetostrictive member 10a is under the in?uence of a drive 
coil (not shown) of the nature described with respect to FIG. 
1. The magnetostrictive member 10a is vibrated such that 
there is a node of longitudinal motion somewhere along its 
length, designated as the NODE on FIG. 2. The feedback coil 
25 is positioned along the length of the magnetostrictive 
member 10a, such that the reversal point 25c between the ‘por 
tions 25a and 25b occurs at the NODE. FIG. 2 includes a 
graph showing the sinusoidal nature of the amplitude of vibra 
tion of a resonating member. Even though the direction of 
vibration of the magnetostrictive member 100 is in opposite 
directions adjacent to each of the portions 25a and 25b of the 
feedback coil 25, since each portion is oppositely wound rela 
tive to the other portion, the induced voltages in each portion 
of the feedback coil 25 reinforce each other. This induced 
voltage is caused by the motion of the magnetostrictive 
member 10a which is magnetized due to the current in the 
drive coil (the motional velocity effect). 

Referring to FIG. 3, a magnetostrictive member 10b having 
a longitudinal axis 11b is shown to have a feedback coil 25 of 
the nature described above in surrounding relation thereto. 
The magnetostrictive member 10b is under the in?uence of a 
drive coil (not shown) of the nature described with respect to 
FIG. 1. The magnetostrictive member 10b is vibrated such 
that there is a node of longitudinal motion somewhere along 
its length, designated as NODE’ on FIG. 3. FIG. 3 includes a 
graph showing the change in permeability (An) of the mag 
netostrictive member 10b .as it is subjected to the varying cur 
rent of the drive coil (not shown) versus the length of the 
member 10b. Since the maximum changes in permeability 
occur on both sides of the NODE’ and since a voltage is in~ 
duced in the feedback coil directly proportional to the amount 
of change in permeability (A/J.) (the permeability effect), the 
feedback coil 25 is positioned so that the NODE’ is approxi 
mately near the center of one portion 25b of the feedback coil 
25. It is true that the voltage induced in the other portion 25a 
of the feedback coil 25, due to this permeability effect, will be 
in the opposite direction. However, as can be seen from the 
graph in FIG. 3, the change in permeability declines rapidly at 
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points removed from the NODE', 
induced voltage in portion 25a 
portion 25b will be very slight. 

Finally, it is recognized that usually both the motional 
velocity effect and the permeability effect occur simultane 
ously when a magnetostrictive member vibrates in the 
presence of a DC magnetic ?eld. Therefore the choice of 
whether to position the feedback coil in accordance with the 
embodiment of FIG. 2 or in accordance with the embodiment 
of FIG. 3 depends upon which effect is preponderant. 
The above-described embodiments of the invention is in 

tended to be merely exemplary, and those skilled in the art will 
be able to make numerous variations and modi?cations of it 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
All such variations and modi?cations are intended to be in 
cluded within the scope of the invention as defined in the ap 
pended claims. ‘ 

' We claim: 

1. An electro-mechanical resonant system comprising a 
work performing, variably loaded mechanical part including a 
magnetostrictive member and having a drive coil in surround 
ing relation thereto, a power circuit operative to supply alter 
nating current to said drive coil so that the latter establishes an 
alternating electromagnetic ?eld which sets up compressional 
waves in said magnetostrictive member at a resonant frequen 
cy of said mechanical part, a pickup coil in surrounding rela 
tion to the magnetostrictive member so that a voltage is in 
duced in said pickup coil directly related to the actual 
frequency of the compressional waves, said pickup coil having 
two portions each with an equal number of winding, with the 
first portion being wound in a clockwise direction about the 
magnetostrictive member and the second portion being 
wound in a counterclockwise direction about the magnetos 
trictive member, and a circuit means connecting said pickup 
coil to said power circuit so that the power supplied to said 
drive coil is controlled by said alternating feedback voltage, 

2. A pickup coil for use with a magnetostrictive member 

hence the subtraction of the 
from the induced voltage in 
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being vibrated by a drive coil energized by a power circuit, ' 
wherein said pickup coil is in surrounding relation to the mag 
netostrictive member whereby a voltage is induced in said 
pickup coil directly related to the actual frequency of vibra 
tion of the magnetostrictive member, said pickup coil includes 
two portions, each with an equal number of windings, with the 
first portion being wound in a clockwise direction about the 
magnetostrictive member and the second portion being 
wound in a counterclockwise direction about the magnetos 
trictive member, and a circuit means connects said pickup coil 
to the power circuit so that the power supplied to the drive 
coil is controlled by the induced feedback voltage. 

3. An electro-mechanical resonant system comprising a 
work performing, variably loading mechanical part including a 
magnetostrictive member having a longitudinal axis and hav 
ing a drive coil in surrounding relation thereto, a power circuit 
operative to supply alternating current to said drive coil so 
that the latter establishes an alternating electromagnetic ?eld 
which sets up longitudinal compressional waves in said mag 
netostrictive member at a resonant frequency of said mechani 
cal part, a pickup coil in surrounding relation to the magnetos 
trictive member so that a voltage is induced in said pickup coil 
directly related to the actual frequency of the compressional 
waves, said pickup coil having two portions, each with an 
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6 
equal number of windings, with the ?rst portion being wound 
in a clockwise direction about the magnetostrictive member, 
the second portion being wound in a counterclockwise 
direction about the magnetostrictive member and the reversal 
point positioned at a node of longitudinal motion, and a circuit 
means connecting said pickup coil to said power circuit so that 
the power supplied to said drive coil is controlled by said alter 
nating feedback voltage. 

4. A pickup coil for use with a magnetostrictive member 
having a longitudinal axis and being vibrated by a drive coil 
energized by a power circuit, wherein said pickup coil is in 
surrounding relation to the ma netostrictive member whereb 
a voltage is induced in said pic up coil directly related to the 
actual frequency of vibration of the magnetostrictive member, 
said pickup coil includes two portions, each with an equal 
number of windings, with the ?rst portion being wound in a 
clockwise direction about the magnetostrictive member, the 
second portion being wound in a counterclockwise direction 
about the magnetostrictive member and the reversal point 
being positioned at a node of longitudinal motion, and a cir 
cuit means connects said pickup coil to the power circuit so 
that the power supplied to the drive coil is controlled by the 
induced feedback voltage. 

5. An electro-mechanical resonant system comprising a 
work performing, variably loaded mechanical part including a 
polarized magnetostrictive member having a longitudinal axis 
and having a drive coil in surrounding relation thereto, a 
power circuit operative to supply alternating current to said 
drive coil so that the latter establishes an alternating elec 
tromagnetic ?eld which sets up longitudinal compressional 
waves in said magnetostrictive member at a resonant frequen 
cy of said mechanical part, a pickup coil in surrounding rela 
tion to the magnetostrictive member so that a voltage is in 
duced in said pickup coil directly related to the actual 
frequency of the compressional waves, said pickup coil having 
two portions, each with an equal number of windings, with the 
?rst portion being wound in a clockwise direction about the 
magnetostrictive member, the second portion being wound in 
a counterclockwise direction about the magnetostrictive 
member and a node of longitudinal motion of said member ap 
proximately at the center of one of the portions of the pickup 
coil, and a circuit means connecting said pickup coil to ‘said 
power circuit so that the power supplied to said drive coil is 
controlled by said alternating feedback voltage, 

6. A pickup coil for use with a polarized magnetostrictive 
member having a longitudinal axis and being vibrated by a 
drive coil energized by a power circuit, wherein said pickup 
coil is in surrounding relation to the magnetostrictive member 
whereby a voltage is induced in said pickup coil directly re 
lated to the actual frequency of vibration of the magnetostric 
tive member, said pickup coil includes two portions, each with 
an equal number of windings, with the ?rst portion being 
wound in a clockwise direction about the magnetostrictive 
member, the second portion being wound in a counter 
clockwise direction about the magnetostrictive member and a 
node of longitudinal motion of said member approximately at 
the center of one of the portions of the pickup coil, and a cir 
cuit means connects said pickup coil to the power circuit so 
that the power supplied to the drive coil is controlled by the 
induced feedback voltage. 


